BMJ in the News is a weekly digest of BMJ stories, plus any other news about the company that has appeared in the national and a selection of English-speaking international media.

This week’s (14-20 March) highlights include:

**BMJ**

HighWire Press Announces New European Office, Adding 74 New Positions (quote from Sharon Cooper, Chief Digital Officer, BMJ) – PR Web 21/03/2016

**The BMJ**

Research: Global prevalence of antibiotic resistance in paediatric urinary tract infections caused by Escherichia coli and association with routine use of antibiotics in primary care: systematic review and meta-analysis

Antibiotics failing youngsters - The Daily Telegraph (front page story) & The Daily Telegraph Scotland 16/03/2016
Warning that antibiotics are failing children - The Guardian 16/03/2016
Children threatened by growing resistance to antibiotics - Western Daily Press 16/03/2016


Research: Refugee migration and risk of schizophrenia and other non-affective psychoses: cohort study of 1.3 million people in Sweden

Refugees Suffer a Higher Rate of Psychotic Disorders - Scientific American 16/03/2016
Why risk of schizophrenia is three times higher in refugees - The Conversation 16/03/2016
Study finds high psychosis risk among Europe’s refugee migrants - Reuters 15/03/2016

Also covered by Washington Post, New York Magazine, Fox News, Yahoo News, Thomson Reuters Foundation, South China Morning Post, OnMedica, Medscape,
Research: The impact of communicating genetic risks of disease on risk reducing health behaviour: systematic review with meta-analysis

DNA Health Tests Have 'Little Or No Impact' When It Comes To Changing Unhealthy Lifestyles - Huffington Post UK 16/03/2016
The Limits of Personalized Medicine - The Atlantic 16/03/2016
DNA test revealing genetic risk of disease has 'no impact on lifestyle choices' - The Independent 16/03/2016


Editorial: The pursuit of ignorance

Charity 'gagging' clause could impact on public health, say Scots researchers - Herald Scotland 17/03/2016

Coverage following the sugar tax announcement:
U.K. Unveils Tax on Sugary Drinks - The Wall Street Journal 17/03/2016
Health minister rejects NZ version of Brits' sugar tax plan - New Zealand Doctor Online 17/03/2016
Sugar tax: financially regressive but progressive for health? - The Guardian
This may be hard to swallow - The Times 17/03/2016

It's not just cancer! Radiation, genomic instability and heritable genetic damage - The Ecologist 17/03/2016

After years of growth, female first authorship in top medical journals has stalled - Science Magazine 17/03/2016

Turf war on the maternity ward - Daily Mail 15/03/2016

Cardiff Uni anti-crime model rolled out in Australia - BBC News 15/03/2016
Also covered by the Australia Network News

Pharma companies deny blame for rise in children being given anti-depressants - the Pharma Letter 15/03/2016

What Is the Hygiene Hypothesis? - Live Science 17/03/2016

New Study Suggests Marijuana's Impact On Crash Risk Has Been Greatly Exaggerated - Forbes 17/03/2016
Latest allergy advice says mothers should eat oily fish and feed peanuts to babies - The Age 14/02/2016
Do you really have an allergy? - The Guardian [G2] 12/03/2016
Women Are First Authors in About 1/3 Major Medical Journals - MedicalResearch.com (blog) 14/03/2016

Allyson Pollock : Take Out the Tackle From School Rugby - Huffington Post UK 14/03/2016

The waste in the NHS continues and we all suffer - Daily Express & Scottish Daily Express 19/03/2016

JOURNALS

BMJ Quality & Safety

Research: Do patients’ disruptive behaviours influence the accuracy of a doctor’s diagnosis? A randomised experiment
Research: Why patients’ disruptive behaviours impair diagnostic reasoning: a randomised experiment
Editorial: Unwanted patients and unwanted diagnostic errors

Doctors 'more likely to misdiagnose patients' if they are 'difficult' - Times of India 15/03/16
Tricky patients likelier to be misdiagnosed - Sky News 14/03/16
Do doctors treat difficult patients as well as nice ones? - CBS News 16/03/16


BMJ Open

Follow on coverage on ultra processed foods:
Astounding figures about American consumption of processed food - Boston Globe 16/03/16

Also covered by: Forbes, Glamour, Women's Health, Food Processing, Health.com, CHOICE, NBC
Medication burden has major role in patient experiences - Pharmaceutical Journal 16/03/16

Researchers examine effects of family-centred neonatal discharge planning process
News-Medical.net 14/03/16

**British Journal of Sports Medicine**

How a Fitbit might make you a bit fit - The New York Times 19/03/16

Whiff 'n poof: NHLers still swear by smelling salts - Sports Illustrated 19/03/16

**The new science of the creative brain on nature** - Outside 18/03/16

*Follow on coverage on meldonium research:*
**Drug taken by Maria Sharapova is popular among elite athletes** - Health24 17/03/16

**Also in:** The Star (Malaysia), Reuters, local US broadcast, Euronews, SBS, Yahoo Sports Canada, Channel News Asia, National Post, CBC Canada, Examiner Gazette

**Tobacco Control**

Let larger pictorial warnings stay - The Hindu 18.03/16

**Veterinary Record**

Tick-borne dog disease blamed on easing of travel controls - The Guardian 17/03/2016